WHO WE ARE
The Tenute La Montina: they rise in the wonderful
Franciacorta, which is a territory that unwinds in Lombardy
among lakes, verdant vineyards and an ideal microclimate
for birth and rise of excellent grapes.
The Tenute contain in their 12.000 square meters
of extent the winery “La Montina”,
the wine shop “Montina”, the Villa Baiana, the Baiana
congress center, the contemporary art museum “Remo
Bianco” and the non-profit association “Dedicato a Te”.
--La Montina: born in Franciacorta on the 28th of April 1987
from 3 of the 7 Bozza brothers: Vittorio, Giancarlo and
Alberto. The area with grapevines, developed on a surface
of 72 hectares positioned in 7 districts in Franciacorta,
allows the wine company to produce 380.000 bottles per year.
La Montina has always been an "open cellar” and organizes
daily guided tours for the public.
In 2015 the first official bottle of Franciacorta for Ac Milan was made,
and La Montina became the Official sparkling wine
of the Rossoneri team.
In 2016, the transformation of vineyards into organic was completed
and in 2017, on the occasion of the 30th anniversary
of the founding of the cellar,
Franciacorta "Selezione Montecolo"was created.
www.lamontina.com
--Villa Baiana: the adobe dates back to 1620 when it was
property of Benedetto Montini. Acquired in 1982 from
Bozza brothers Vittorio, Giancarlo and Alberto (that in that
way were able to continue the family wine tradition), the
elegant structure of Villa Baiana sinks into the harmony of
the ancient estate wrapped in a beautiful park. The
cooking is delicious and rich and the beautiful location is
the perfect frame for high profile happenings, both for
celebrating private and business events. The structure is
disposed in three levels and it can give hospitality to 600
people. The park is an amazing green space, with ancient
trees telling about his story.

High cooking, pastry chefs
and unique locations to live and taste.
Since 2017 Villa Baiana is also Town Hall,
for the celebration of civil ceremonies directly in the amazing
exterior and interior environments of the Villa.
www.villabaiana.it
-Wine Shop Montina: sales area for La Montina wines,
gourmet delicacies from sought after producers from
Franciacorta and Brescia valleys.
Also available refined objects for wine and table.
Open every day, even in public holidays,
The wine shop follows the following schedule:
9,00 AM – 12,00 PM
2,00 PM – 7,00 PM
--The Baiana congress center: surrounded by the frame of
Le Tenute , between La Montina and Villa Baiana,
Inaugurated in 2010, the Baiana Congress Center has a system of
video showing, plasma screen, audio system and audio
and light control. The meeting room is arranged for video
conferences, simultaneous translations with the chance to
record audio and video of all the events. It has a capacity
of 160 people and it can benefit of the maximum elegance
and exclusivity of the location as well as the wine and food
excellence of La Montina and Villa Baiana products.
--Museo Remo Bianco: The “Tenute La
Montina” is the only structure in Europe which can boasts
the ownership of a proper internal contemporary art
museum (which is officially recognized by the Lombardy
region). It is mainly named after the artist Remo Bianco
(Milan, 1922- 1988), who was famous in the world
for his “multi-matter” works which result from the mix of
techniques and materials which are heterogeneous each
other. The museum cyclically hosts one-man exhibitions of
international contemporary artists, whose works are made
live in the inimitable route of the museum, which unwinds
among wineries, wine casks, majestic rooms and bottles
which lie on yeasts...
---

Onlus association “Dedicato A te”: founded thank to
Barbara Bozza (the Villa Baiana director and owner and
Giancarlo Bozza's daughter) and her husband Luca
Pasini's will and indescribable courage, the association is
a life reply to Andrea's death. He was Barbara's second
son; he died on the 12th of April 2012 because of a rare
form of cancer. “dedicato A te” was founded on the 1st of
October as a non-profit association whose objective is
to collect funds for research. Barbara, Luca and their
eldest son Diego could have chosen closing to the world in
their boundless suffering. On the contrary, they decided to
transform their biggest tragedy into a love sign for other
special children like their Andrea, hoping that in a not
distant future the terrible illness that removed Andrea from
the world (and vice versa!) will be defeated.

